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ABOUT US – COMPANY BACKGROUND 

1.1 Y VENTURES GROUP LTD 

Y Ventures Group Ltd is a Singapore-founded data analytics driven E-commerce 

company with a global presence. The Group’s business model leverages on the 

proprietary information derived from its data analytics capabilities for the 

procurement, distribution, digital marketing and sale of products worldwide across 

different online marketplaces in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific. 

Capitalizing on its data analytics capabilities, Y Ventures’ enhances sales results 

and cost efficiency by employing its data analytics capabilities of analyzing 

demand trends, pricing intelligence, consumer sentiment and market competition 

to inform its business decisions. The company also analyses qualitative data and 

conducts market research through consumer engagement / virtual focus groups 

to tease out key insights on consumers’ preferences on features and specifications 

which is valuable for improvement of merchandise. In 2017, Y Ventures made its 

debut on the Catalist Board of the Singapore Stock Exchange (Stock Code - 

SGX:1F1), becoming the first homegrown E-commerce and Technology firm to do 

so. [1] 

 

1.2 LUMINORE 8 PTE LTD 

A associate of Y Ventures Group, Luminore 8 Pte Ltd (“Luminore”) was founded to 

research and develop E-commerce platforms for the future economy. With its 

experienced team of developers, engineers and data scientists, Luminore hopes to 

build truly innovative digital platforms that deliver real value to businesses and 

consumers around the world. In March 2018, Luminore signed an MOU with 

Singapore Post (“SingPost”) to cooperate in developing its maiden E-commerce 

commerce parcel logistics chain utilizing new technological processes for 

warehousing and last mile delivery. [2] 

 

This whitepaper is intended to provide general information and is not meant to be 

exhaustive, comprehensive or authoritative. Neither Y Ventures nor Luminore 

accepts liability in relation to the white paper, or any reliance on the white paper, 

and does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this whitepaper. 

QARDDEN : ABOUT US 5
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

2.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

Cross-border E-commerce 

E-commerce has gone global and beyond a consumer’s borders, with the global 

cross-border market valued at USD 468 billion GMV in 2017 with a 25% growth per 

annum rate. The cross-border industry is expected to hit USD 900 billion GMV in 

2020, accounting for 22% of all E-commerce transactions. Asia in particular is a 

region to watch, with cross-border purchases from China alone raking USD 160 

billion, and Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand estimated to rake in USD 34.5 billion 

in 2020. [3] 

A study conducted by DHL in 2016 observed that one out of every seven online 

purchases is a cross-border transaction, and this rising demand is motivated by 

global brands providing consumers a sense of trustworthiness, wider variety of 

product choices and price competitiveness. [4] 

 
 
 
 
 

Adoption of cryptocurrency in Asia 

In 2017, over 2 billion adults are unbanked and have turned to mobile money as a 

replacement for financial services. [5] The lack of an established banking system 

is evident when looking at South East Asia, where bank account ownership is as 

low as 59% of the total adult population in countries like Vietnam. [6] The 

unavailability of bank accounts to certain demographics has caused people in 

South East Asia to acquire forms of cryptocurrency. However, digital currencies, 

such as BitToken and Ethereum, remain vehicles for future investments and 

stores of wealth, but have not become universal forms of money. 

QARDDEN : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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GLOBAL BUYING PLATFORM 

most popular webstores and marketplaces from US and China, ensuring a 

seamless buying experience with end-to-end delivery worldwide. 
 

 

payment gateway, a decentralized product and merchant credibility + review 

system, and worldwide logistics with door-to-door delivery. Acting as a central 

purchasing and delivery node to traditional online marketplaces and e-stores, 

real world products available for purchase at no markup and transparent 

exchange rates to the crypto community. 

business processes was developed from the ground-up with blockchain technology 

in mind. Our goal is to allow other traditional merchants to seamlessly adopt 

 

A Universal Shopping Cart Powered by Programmatic Buying 

push the envelope when it comes to developing autonomous buying for any online 

store in the world. By integrating programmatic buying technology into the 

be added to a single shopping cart, with a seamless checkout process. When a 

such product from the merchant and on-sell the product to the consumer. 

QARDDEN : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Powered by QARDDEN Token, QARDDEN will be the world’  s first blockchain enabled

global buying platform. QARDDEN helps consumers to purchase products from the

QARDDEN reinvents  the  E-commerce  buying  experience  with  a  blockchain

QARDDEN will achieve instant scalability with thousands of brands and millions of

QARDDEN is the first blockchain enabled marketplace whose engineering and

QARDDEN’  s suiteof E-commerce blockchain tools to expand their businesses.

Working  together  with  highly  experienced automation  engineers,  QARDDEN will

platform, QARDDEN allows, consumers to select items from multiple webstores to

consumer selects a product from a merchant, QARDDEN will effectively purchase

2.2 QARDDEN –   THE WORLD’  S FIRST BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED
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checking, purchasing and support via AI chatbots on instant messaging platforms 

dedicated voice and text concierge service for loyal customers that will act as an 

intermediary between the customer and their desired online purchases. 

 

Multiple Currencies Accepted - Shop Online for Goods and Services 

 

 

holders to purchase real world goods and services. The platform will accept at its 

discretion, the most popular utility tokens including BitToken and Ethereum at 

Looping Protocol (QCLP) will find the best rates for conversion, looping through 

transactions within the platform itself. 

QARDDEN : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

QARDDEN Concierge –   Your Personal Virtual Assistant

QARDDEN will work together with select partners to develop automated price

such as WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger. By end 2022, QARDDEN will have a

QARDDEN aims  to  be  the  number  one  E-commerce  platform  for  cryptocurrency

launch, with QARDDEN Token acting as the primary token for access. Our Currency

multiple exchanges where QARDDEN Tokens are available for purchase to power all
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merchants looking to accept cryptocurrency as a form of payment. Such 

solutions include: 

 

An online payment gateway for merchants who want to process 

cryptocurrency payments for their businesses 
 

 

retail payment, that solves current FX inefficiencies, reduces long settlement 

times and delivers the lowest rates compared to traditional payment gateways. 

Merchants will receive their preferred settlement currency through a Currency 

Looping Protocol (QCLP). Merchants can receive either fiat or cryptocurrency 

instantaneously in their smart wallets or choose from multiple FX options for 

deposit into their bank account. With no traditional intermediaries in between, 

achieving the best FX rates possible. Merchants are also able to set the amount of 

scoring (more details in 3.3) 

QARDDEN : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

QARDDEN will  include  a  suite  of  E-commerce  blockchain  solutions  for

2.2.1 QARDDEN PAY

QARDDEN Pay is a blockchain payment gateway for both online E-commerce and

QARDDEN Pay is able to charge both consumers and merchants at cost while

QARDDEN Token rebate for consumer rewards, incentivized reviews and credibility

2.2 AN INTEGRATED ECOSYSTEM –   QARDDEN MERCHANT SOLUTIONS
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2.2.2 

A decentralised brand, product and merchant review system that pegs purchases 

customer service 

 

merchant review. Verified sales must occur for the scoring to be added to the 

ledger. A side chain update will occur at the end of every month and the results 

available for public display. This will act as a community score card and 

immutable database to reward brands who develop and manufacture great 

products and encourage the rest to do better. It will also help build trust and 

credibility for merchants looking to engage their consumer base with the best deals 

and services. 

QARDDEN : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

through  QARDDEN pay  with  scoring  on  product  quality,  merchant  reliability  and

QARDDEN TRUST CIRCLE

Users  will  be  incentivized  with  QARDDEN Token for  every  brand,  product  and
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Borderless is a cross-border logistics management service that provides 

merchants with international end-to-end logistics management. 

Borderless settles all cross- border logistics issues such as landed costs and 

compliance. 

Utilizing SingPost’s warehouse in key countries such as the US and Hong Kong, 

merchants to connect their E-commerce business to consumers in 100+ countries 

around the globe with door to door deliveries. 

determine if a merchant has the credentials or capabilities to take their brand to an 

QARDDEN : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.2.3 QARDDEN BORDERLESS

Shipping across borders can be a headache for most merchants. QARDDEN

QARDDEN

equipped  with  the  latest  technological  practices,  QARDDEN Borderless  will  allow

QARDDEN Borderless  will  be  an  exclusive  service  for  merchants  that  utilize

QARDDEN Pay for their payment settlements and hold good credibility and brand
scores recorded on QARDDEN Trust Circle. This will enable QARDDEN to accurately

international stage and leverage  on  the  fluid  integration  of  QARDDEN Pay

capabilities to QARDDEN Borderless Service.
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token as an exchange for real world products, logistics and compliance services at 

the best FX rates with greater savings and no additional fees. Users will also be 

Tokens, 

strengthening the overall database for the community. For merchants utilizing 

when, and in what preferred form to receive their payment in. Luminore strives 

and merchants worldwide. 

 

2.4 THE ROAD AHEAD 

cryptocurrency adoption by both consumers and merchants. 

Our merchant solutions solve problems that most merchants face when accepting 

cryptocurrency payments, at the same time employing blockchain technology on 

existing business processes to further improve efficiency and drive down costs for 

merchants and consumers alike. 

to showcase a total integration of all the above tools to create the world’s 

first blockchain enabled marketplace with real world brands and products. 

A more efficient payment gateway, genuine product reviews, seamless logistics 

and delivery are only the beginning of what we envision for this ecosystem we are 

to products and services in different industries to serve consumers’ needs more 

holistically. 

Our teams have also been researching AI and Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

tools for future use in E-commerce selection, ordering and delivery process. We 

The goal of creating synergistic value and building E-commerce solutions and 

QARDDEN : EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The QARDDEN marketplace platform and suite of merchant tools will be accessible

only through QARDDEN Token. Holders of the QARDDEN Token will be able to use the

incentivized to  contribute  reviews  through  additional  QARDDEN

QARDDEN Merchant Suite (AMS), they  will  have  a  wide  array  of  choices  on  how,

for QARDDEN Token to be the definitive token for E-commerce used by consumers

QARDDEN aspires for the newly developed E-commerce ecosystem to drive

With the  launch  of  our  QARDDEN Marketplace Platform  in  Q2  2022, we hope

building. In the near term we expect to increase QARDDEN’  s marketplace offerings

intend  to  constantly  innovate  and  add  more  features  to  the  QARDDEN platform.

tools, that benefit the community and world at large, are at the core of QARDDEN.

2.3 QARDDEN TOKEN –   THE DEFINITIVE TOKEN FOR E-COMMERCE
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ECOMMERCE IN THE WORLD TODAY 

3.1 THE E-COMMERCE WORLD TODAY AND ITS INEFFICIENCIES 

Domestic E-commerce growth is slowing, while Cross-border E-commerce is 

expected to grow at double the rate. Cross-border E-commerce is expected to hit 

USD 900 billion GMV by 2020, taking up 22% of the global E-commerce market. [7] 

As an E-commerce company ourselves, we see old-school merchants and retailers 

digitizing today at an astonishing rate in order to future-proof their businesses. 

With today’s payment, logistics and fulfilment technologies, it is possible for the 

consumer to acquire products more conveniently online. However, this growth 

comes with plenty of structural inefficiencies for the merchants and consumers of 

today. Consumers fall prey to brands who leverage fake reviews to artificially 

boost their business and their reputation, while merchants go through an arduous 

process for online payment settlements. 

 

3.1.1 EXPENSIVE AND LONG PAYMENT PROCESSES 

Current online payment processes are expensive and have a relatively long 

settlement process. Despite the many payment gateway offerings in the market, 

most online payment gateways have similarly high merchant costs and a long 

settlement time. 

 

(a) Long Payment Process 

Online payment processes often involve a few steps before funds are transferred 

to the merchant. This is due to multiple parties being involved just in a single 

payment process. The figure below depicts and explains a typical payment process. 

QARDDEN : ECOMMERCE IN THE WORLD TODAY
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Step 1: The merchant's website sends a CC transaction to "Payment Gateway" via 

a secure site connection. 

Step 2: The "Payment Gateway" receives the credit card transaction request and 

submits it using a secure site connection to the "Merchant Bank’s Processor". 

Step 3: The "Merchant Bank’s Processor" sends the complete transaction request 

to the "CC Network" (financial system network that is used to process CC 

transactions). 

Step 4: The "CC Network" forwards the complete transaction to the "Consumer’s 

CC Issuing Bank". 

Step 5: The "Consumer’s CC Issuing Bank" accepts or refuses the transaction 

depending on the consumer’s available funds and sends back the results to the 

"CC Network". 

Step 6: Then the "CC Network" transmits the results to the "Merchant Bank’s 

Processor". 

Step 7: The "Merchant Bank’s Processor" sends the results to the "Payment 

Gateway". 

Step 8: The "Payment Gateway" saves the results of the transaction and then 

transmits those results to the merchant’s website who deliver them to the end 

consumer. 

This is the end of the approval process, which usually takes less than 3 seconds. 

Step 9: If the "Consumer’s CC Issuing Bank" has approved the transaction, it will 

send the funds to the "CC Network". 

QARDDEN : ECOMMERCE IN THE WORLD TODAY
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Step 10: The "CC Network" sends the funds to the Merchant’s Bank. Within two to 

four business days the "Merchant’s Bank" will deposit the funds in the Merchant's 

bank account. That is called the settlement process. 

Because of the lengthy process, merchants often are unable to withdraw their 

funds real time. Some payment gateway providers even charge merchants for 

instant withdrawal of funds but at extra cost such as PayPal [8]. 

On top of longer settlement time and higher cost, lengthy process brings about 

another problem, multiple points of failures. if one step fails, the entire process will 

have to be discontinued and rebooted. 

(b) Expensive Charges 

Merchants must often pay several fees when utilizing payment processors. 

1. Transactional Fees 

Customers are typically charged 2.5-3% of a transaction with a flat fee. Cost varies 

depending on merchant requirements, such as accepted currencies and enabled 

mobile payments. [9] 

2. Chargeback Fees 

Chargebacks are a form of consumer protection. When a consumer conducts a 

chargeback on a transaction, there are fees imposed on the merchant. 

Chargebacks are often invoked for fraudulent cases such as misuse of credit cards 

– credit card owners can claim that their credit card information has been 

compromised and request for a chargeback. Unfortunately, merchants are at the 

receiving end for additional costs. In some countries, consumer protection law is 

stronger, therefore, avoiding chargeback might not be feasible at all. However, 

chargeback costs are usually higher than transactional fees. PayPal charges up to 
$20 while VISA charges up to $100 or more for each chargeback. 

3. Monthly Fee 

Monthly fees are evident in both retail and online payments. For retail stores, fees 

are incurred for the rental of Point of Sale (POS) systems, while online stores incur 

fees with the usage of online payment gateways. 

Payment processers often have many fees associated at a relatively high cost, due 

to the manpower and IT infrastructure required to process these payments. 

Payment processors are expected be up and running 99.99% of the time as outage 

is very costly. In short, fees can be lowered if operation cost and infrastructure 

costs are reduced. 

QARDDEN : ECOMMERCE IN THE WORLD TODAY
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(c) An Increase in Fake Product Reviews 

Most fake reviews occur when no real or verified transaction takes place. Sellers 

on marketplaces today buy five-star reviews from customers with cash, and 

Amazon has even sued three of its sellers for using fake reviews to boost sales. 

There are a growing number of teams specialized in ramping up sales ranks with 

fraudulent reviews in conjunction with social media ads and postings. 

A study done by ReviewMeta showed that in 2017, 50.7% of reviews under the 

Bluetooth Headphones category and 67% of reviews under the Testosterone 

Booster category were questionable, with a flood of reviews in a single day or 

reviews consisting of repeated phrases. [10]. 

This creates an environment of consumer dissatisfaction, with merchants unable 

to meet unrealistic expectations and consumers receiving sub-par goods. 

 

(d) Cumbersome Cross-border Logistics Process (Forwarding for Consumers 

/ Direct-sales for Merchants) 

The current processes for merchants with regards to cross-border fulfillment are 

cumbersome. Customs forms and import taxes differ for each country, and select 

countries require minute details such as declaration of product category. Coupled 

with compliance and genuine product tracking hurdles, tracing and tracking the 

authenticity of one product alone can result in hundreds of digital forms being filled 

in and this creates a nightmare for small and mid-sized merchants. Consumers 

using forwarding services to bypass brand restrictions and product price disparity 

also face a complicated process of arranging delivery to their home. Up to 13 steps 

can be taken just to complete a single cross-border purchase. 

 
 
 

3.2 CRYPTOCURRENCY TODAY AND ITS LIMITATIONS IN ECOMMERCE 

3.2.1 TRUST IN ICOS 

ICOs are relatively new in the investment world and have relatively few forms of 

regulations. Unlike IPOs, which are highly regulated and structured, ICOs are built 

entirely on trust – trust that the team delivers and drive the value of the token. 

ICOs are also subjected to a high degree of market manipulation and insider 

trading. Jay Clayton, President of US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 

said, "Investors often do not appreciate that ICO insiders and management have 

access to immediate liquidity, as do larger investors, who may purchase tokens at 

favorable prices. Trading of tokens on these platforms is susceptible to price 

manipulation and other fraudulent trading practices." [11]. Consumers are 

susceptible to such acts when companies, employing ICO, go highly unregulated. 

QARDDEN : ECOMMERCE IN THE WORLD TODAY
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3.2.2 NO EFFICIENT WAY TO PURCHASE REAL WORLD PRODUCTS WITH 

CRYPTOCURRENCY 

There is limited usage of cryptocurrency – consumers do not have many avenues 

to spend their cryptocurrency. As of today, bitToken is only accepted in three of 

the top 500 global merchants [12]. This might undermine the value of 

cryptocurrency itself as there is no realistic fundamental use cases for E-

commerce. Cryptocurrencies need a successful marketplace for the purchase of 

real world goods in order for stronger confidence in its value proposition. 
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consumers with the best value with competitive shipping and FX rates, group 

savings handles all interactions for the consumer from desire to doorstep. In 

programmatic buying that connects to every webstore in the world. Programmatic 

buying refers to automation in checkout process for selected stores worldwide. 

The process is augmented with online price comparison, the lowest FX rates, 

with affiliates and coupons that are automatically applied to save the consumer 

time and money under one universal shopping  

 

4.1 PARTNERSHIP WITH SINGPOST TO DELIVER SERVICE 

EXCELLENCE 

Luminore has entered a partnership with Singapore Post (SingPost) to develop 

logistics-related technology to boost efficiency across its vertical logistics chain. 

SingPost will power up the logistics supporting this platform. The collaboration 

aims to accelerate global network expansion for both Luminore and SingPost. 

SingPost is a pioneer in revolutionizing the E-commerce logistics industry, providing 

innovative mail and logistics solutions in Singapore and around the world, with 

operations in 19 markets. Alibaba owns a 14% stake in the company and this 

investment is aimed at expanding SingPost’s E-commerce logistic solutions across 

Asia Pacific [13]. SingPost’s capabilities and wide network will help boost the scale 

QARDDEN : QARDDEN MARKETPLACE

QARDDEN is a buying concierge platform that provides consumers with a

seamless and  cost-effective  buying  experience.  QARDDEN seeks  to  provide

order  to  process  orders in scale and efficiently, QARDDEN leverages on

QARDDEN into a leading eCommerce platform for consumers, and to enhance

This  partnership  will  see  to  Luminore  building  the  QARDDEN platform,  while

of QARDDEN’  s logistic operations globally.

QARDDEN PLATFORM
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4.2 TOKEN FOR EVERYDAY

 PURCHASES – THE FIRST CRYPTOCURRENCY 

MARKETPLACE FOR REAL WORLD PRODUCTS 

powered marketplace in the world that reaches out to the billion-dollar 

cryptocurrency market and gives adopters of cryptocurrency an accessible and 

cost-efficient way of purchasing real-world products with their cryptocurrency. 

does not have to incur the high transaction fees from traditional payment 

gateways, which results in consumer cost savings. 

most cost-efficient route to deliver the products. Other ICOs, that focus on 

onboarding merchants for their platform, run the risk of token redundancy when 

merchants are not willing to onboard, causing the token to have no valid use case. 

risk of project termination due to the inability to secure partnerships to sustain 

the business. 

of solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS

With  transactions  through  QARDDEN Token, QARDDEN will  be  the  first  blockchain-

The  QARDDEN Payment Network,  being  on  the  blockchain,  means  that  QARDDEN

Unlike most ICOs or E-commerce blockchain solutions, QARDDEN’  s business model

requires  no  merchant  to  onboard.  With  QARDDEN,  consumers  can  purchase

products using QARDDEN Tokens. Consumers just have to identify products they

wish to purchase from online stores and QARDDEN will purchase them and find the

Furthermore,  QARDDEN is  managed  by  an  SGX  listed  company,  that  has  already

established partnerships to complement its operations –   QARDDEN will not run the

QARDDEN will  be  the  point  of  reference  for  a  successful  implementation  of

QARDDEN Blockchain Merchant Suite, and all business processes and statistics will

serve as a case study to entice prospective merchants to adopt the QARDDEN suite

QARDDEN
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Step 1: 
 

Users purchase 

cryptocurrency 

exchange or through 

website 

Step 2: 
 

The customer can 

Coin to their wallet, 

accessible from the 

app or website, 

 

AMS is an integrated suite of blockchain merchant tools that includes payments, 

rewards, product reviews system and end-to-end logistics fulfilment. 
 

 

 

5.1 CUSTOMER JOURNEY WITH AMS-ENABLED MERCHANTS 

 

 

QARDDEN Coin through a

the QARDDEN Core

transfer their QARDDEN

QARDDENCore.

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS
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Step 3: 
 

Customer can access 

view Product, Merchant 

and Brand Scoring 

before making a 

purchase decision. 

CIRCLE 

Customer 

QARDDEN TRUST

QARDDEN Trust Circle to

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS
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Step 1: 
 

Merchant will integrate 

the AMS API to their 

website and configure 

the Settlement 

Currency 

Step 2: 
 

Customer pays 

Merchant via

 

Coin 

Step 3: 
 

If Settlement currency 

configured by Merchant 

CLP will deposit the 

settlement currency of 

choice to Merchant 

Step 4: 
 

Merchant can choose to 

deliver product to 

Borderless and pay with 

 

5.1.1 SMART CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT FOR CREDIBILITY AND REWARDS 

SYSTEM 

powered entirely through smart contract capabilities. For the AMS to be adopted 

on a large scale, incentivizing both merchant and consumer is crucial to its 

success. 

 

5.1.2 AMS INTEGRATION AND QCLP 

 

 

QARDDEN

is not in QARDDEN Coin,

customer via QARDDEN

QARDDEN Coin

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS

The  QARDDEN Token powers  the  entire  QARDDEN Merchant  Suite  (AMS).  AMS  is
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between two parties and can be used for both retail and online payments. Any 

transaction that happens on the network will be charged at cost without any mark-

up to ensure cost competitiveness for the consumer, and sustainability to 

 

Rebate System and a Currency Looping Protocol. 

 

(a) REBATE SYSTEM 

AMS will contain a decentralized rebate system that will allow merchants to make 

distribute rewards to customer. The rebates will be issued out on a tiered system, 

based on information stored on the blockchain such as number of purchases by 

consumer or frequency of purchases. This is possible because of the features of 

the AMS that are able to integrate together and provide information to maximize 

each feature’s potential. There will be mandatory fixed rebate amount determined 

by AMS, and merchants will be allowed to customize their rebate amount 

need to spend any additional costs and time implementing and maintaining their 

own rebates system. 

 

(b) CURRENCY LOOPING PROTOCOL (QCLP) 

solution to liquidity problems. QCLP helps with the settlement process by 

preferred fiat or cryptocurrency. AMS aims to achieve this via the QCLP, giving 

merchants the best possible rates in the market. Every currency trade comes in a 

pair (e.g. USD/ BTC, BTC/ ETH). QCLP is able to find the best rates for consumers 

and merchants by looping through cryptocurrency exchanges and finding the 

optimal conversion rate for the merchants’ preferred settlement currency at a 

maximum of 9 loops. 

use  of  a  customer’s  public  key  information  from  EQARDIN Pay  in  order  to

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS

QARDDEN Pay is a payment network that uses the QARDDEN Token for transactions

upkeep the QARDDEN

system. The QARDDEN Pay ecosystem encompasses other functions, such as a

depending on their needs. By using QARDDEN’  s rebate system, merchants will not

The key proposition for the widespread  adoption of cryptocurrency is QARDDEN’  s

allowing merchants to price their goods in QARDDEN Tokens, whilst receiving their
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transactions conducted through AMS. This includes Merchant Reliability Scoring, 

validate several variables before committing to a transaction. This allows 

customers to make more informed decisions before purchasing their items. 

(a) MERCHANT RELIABILITY SCORING 

Merchants will have their own reliability scores, which are governed by different 

formulas. Merchants will start with a fixed score, which will increase or decrease 

depending on the transaction outcome, governed by the credibility formula. 

We foresee that reliability can also be used as a form of reference for the merchant 

consumer with a higher score will be able to enjoy greater merchant discounts or 

will be entitled to better merchant credit terms. 

(b) PRODUCT SCORING 

AMS aims to build a self-sustainable platform that includes an accurate product 

review system on the blockchain. Product scoring will be stored on the blockchain 

and be available for consumers to review in order to make informed purchasing 

decisions. To create a self-sustainable product review system, the community must 

be incentivized to leave a review. As such, consumers will only receive rebates after 

completing a product review. By doing so, product reviews will be less susceptible 

to being faked as only consumers who have purchased through the AMS will be 

allowed to rate their purchases. The initial review will be a scoring system, which 

will expand to accommodate word reviews. For word reviews to be possible, the 

underlying linguistic analytical infrastructure must be robust enough to filter off 

any form of vulgarities or crude languages before the review gets written on the 

blockchain. 

(c) BRAND SCORING 

Brand Scoring will reflect the reliability and quality of all brands stored on the 

system. Brand Scoring will be a derived metric from product scoring – product 

scoring for different brands will be aggregated to give an accurate representation 

of the brands quality. This will be especially helpful for emerging brands when 

establishing a reputation for themselves. 

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS

5.1.3 QARDDEN TRUST CIRCLE

QARDDEN Trust Circle encompasses a comprehensive scoring system based on

Product  Scoring  and  Brand  Scoring.  QARDDEN Trust  Circle  allows  consumers  to

to give additional services e.g. QARDDEN credit terms of discounts. For example, a
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5.1.4 

 

to provide end-to-end logistics management for merchants that wish to take their 

business on a global scale. 

However, this service will be an exclusive service to merchants that utilize 

merchants that hold good credibility and brand scores will be eligible for this 

service. To be able to provide merchants with the best rates for cross-border 

on a larger scale. 

savings due to enhanced data integration and automation. 

 

 

 

5.2 INTEGRATION FOR MERCHANTS 

 

(a) MAIN PLATFORM 

account management and checking of purchase status. Some of the core 

features are listed below. 

 

(b) HISTORY 

Consumers and merchants are able to access this page to check on history of 

purchases or sales. Analytics will also be available for consumers and merchants 

to check on their expenditure or earnings. 

 

(c) CLAIM MANAGEMENT 

Claim management will feature tools to help consumers and merchants to settle 

dispute over products. Features include a messaging system to facilitate 

discussions. Consumers can check statuses on the stage of the claim and report 

malicious merchants if there are. The claim process for a product is shown below. 

 

 

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS

QARDDEN BORDERLESS

Utilizing QARDDEN’  s existing partnership with SingPost, QARDDEN is able to provide a

global logistics management service for merchants on AMS. QARDDEN will be able

QARDDEN Pay for their payment settlement. This is essential for QARDDEN as only

logistics. QARDDEN must validate if merchants are credible enough to fulfill orders

Both merchants and QARDDEN will share a  unified platform which will enjoy cost

5.2.1 QARDDEN CORE

Consumers and merchants are able to access the QARDDEN Core website for
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5.2.2 

 

 

Consumers and merchants can generate Ethereum wallets on this website. By 

storing their wallet on the website, it will be more convenient for consumers and 

merchants as payment and claim processes are smoother with less steps involved. 

This also provides a certain degree of security for consumers and merchants who 

do not wish to safekeep their wallet privately. For consumers and merchants who 

are concerned about security, private keys will be available to be exported out of 

the system to ensure that no transfer of tokens out of their account will be available. 

However, receiving tokens will still be possible as public address is still stored in the 

system. 
 
 

 

5.2.3 MOBILE APP FOR APPLE & ANDROID 

Functionality of the mobile version will be same as the website version. The mobile 

version is only for consumers and is mainly used for retail purchases. Functionality 

that will differ from the website is the ability to scan the QR code to complete the 

purchase. 

 

5.2.4 API INTEGRATION 

require API. Relevant APIs will be developed so that merchants will be able to 

adopt the payment gateway easier – consumers will be able to checkout through 

a hosted page for maximum security. 

 

5.2.5 

users who were not able to participate in the crowdsale or those who are not 

familiar with exchanges to purchase Tokens. This will be a convenient form of 

cryptocurrency purchase, that will help fiat users slowly adopt cryptocurrency as a 

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS

QARDDEN WALLET

Integration with every merchant website other than QARDDEN marketplace will

PURCHASE OF QARDDEN TOKEN

Consumers will be able to purchase QARDDEN Tokens on the website. This will allow
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payment mode. 

ownership right or stake, share, security, or equivalent rights, or any right to receive 

future revenue shares, intellectual property rights or any other form of participation in 

any kind of financial instrument. 

5.2.6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

AMS aims to onboard and integrate all future E-commerce related blockchain 

solutions to our ecosystem to improve effectiveness and allow both merchants and 

consumers to experience and reap the benefits of the full spectrum of blockchain 

technology associated with E-commerce. One very good addition would be a 

Provenance blockchain which aims to increase transparency of the goods’ origin. 

This will be valuable information for consumers when making purchases as each 

transaction made would be tied to the provenance. 

QARDDEN : QARDDEN SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANTS

Purchase,  ownership,  receipt,  or  possession  of  QARDDEN Tokens  carries  no  rights,
express or implied, other than the rights as set out in the QARDDEN Token Sale Terms or

other  relevant QARDDEN Tokens purchase terms, and are subject to limitations and

conditions as expressed in the such terms. QARDDEN Tokens do not represent or confer any

or  relating  to  QARDDEN,  Y  Ventures  or Luminore and their related corporations and/or

corporate affiliates. The QARDDEN Token is not intended to be a security, commodity, or
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PRODUCT TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE 

This section explains the technology behind AMS – blockchain. With the use of a 

public blockchain, there will be minimal downtime to the system as the system is 

maintained by the public. This section also includes explanations on future plans of 

adopting scaling solutions, which will enable the network to be more cost efficient 

and faster. 

6.1 ETHEREUM PLATFORM 

Ethereum will be the underlying blockchain infrastructure for the AMS. The 

Ethereum platform is chosen due to the large amount of development effort 

focusing on scalability and security. Ethereum has also proven itself to be the go 

to smart contract platform by enterprises such as J.P. Morgan’s Quorum  – an 

an Ethereum based token. 

6.2 RAIDEN NETWORK 

The Raiden Network is an off-chain blockchain technology built upon the Ethereum 

infrastructure that uses a network of payment channels to net off transactions 

before recording it on the root blockchain [15]. Raiden network helps reduces 

microtransaction costs and transaction time. This will be especially useful for 

confirmation. Lower transaction costs benefit AMS on a whole as both merchants 

and consumers will enjoy lower transaction rates. 

6.3 PLASMA 

Plasma solution is a side chain technology built upon the Ethereum Blockchain [16]. 

Instead of recording every transaction made by AMS on the root chain, 

transactions are done on the side chain first and periodically recorded on the main 

chain. This will help reduce AMS costs to the Ethereum Blockchain and ultimately 

reduce transactional fees for both merchants and consumers. 
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enterprise  version  of  Ethereum  [14].  QARDDEN Token will  be  an  ERC-20  token –

QARDDEN Pay  in  the  area  of  retail  payments  as  transactions  require  faster
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TOKENOMICS 

7.1 WHY TOKENIZE? 

The key to a sustainable token is the way tokens are distributed and incentives are 

handed out. By having a single token associated with the network, it allows for 

careful management of the variables affecting the utility of the token itself. 

of a strongly integrated decentralized network, through exclusive functions and 

participants. 

 

7.2 UTILITY OF TOKEN 

7.2.1 ABILITY TO PURCHASE REAL PRODUCTS 

logistic management capabilities. This will entice owners who hold other 

7.2.2 TOKEN FOR EXCLUSIVE SERVICE 

that will be developed e.g. AI Concierge. As more merchants join the AMS 

network, and as more users contribute reviews and recommendations, the 

7.3 INCENTIVES 

To drive a sustainable ecosystem, all participants in the system will be incentivized 

through the following: 

Consumers 

3. Instant rebates by contributing reviews and recommendations 

Merchants 

1. Settlement Currency of choice with best rates via QCLP 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Savings up to 8% compared to traditional online payment solutions 

6. Ease of setting up rebate system based on customers’ behavior 
 
 

 
 

1. More informed purchases with EQARDIN Trust Circle

2. Reduced risk of frauds via EQARDIN Trust Circle

4. Efficient payment process via EQARDIN Pay

QARDDEN : BUDGET ALLOCATION

QARDDEN Token is  a  means  of  accessing  functions  and  services  unique  to  the

network. QARDDEN Token allows participants of the ecosystem to reap the benefits

services,  such as QARDDEN Borderless, which is exclusive to the network

Holders of QARDDEN Token are able to purchase products from major countries

that will be delivered straight to their doorstep due to QARDDEN’  s international

cryptocurrenciesto convert to QARDDEN Token for tangible use.

Merchants must possess QARDDEN Token to access the AMS and future services

acceptance of QARDDEN Token will be more widespread.

End-to-end logistic management service via QARDDEN Borderless

International scalability via QARDDEN Borderless
Reduced risk of chargebacks via QARDDEN Pay
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TOKEN ALLOCATION 
 

Field Description Allocation 

Investors Allocated to the team members involved in the ICO 

process. 

70% 

Marketing This amount will be used for marketing campaigns 

related to the crowd sale and user acquisition. 
16% 

Founders and Team Allocated to the community to help promote the 

ICO. 

9% 

Advisors This amount will be distributed among advisors. 2% 

Bouty Amount released for the crowd sale. 1% 

 

BUDGET ALLOCATION 
 

 

Field Description Allocation 

Product Research & 

Development and 

Operational 
Expenses 

Used for research and development, 

partnerships, and operational expenses 

and 
AMS. 

25% 

Risk Management 

and Operational 

Buffer 

Amount set aside to tackle liquidity risk during 

initial launch and operational functions that 

require buffering 

50% 

Legal, Regulatory 

Compliance and 

Accounting 

Engaging top-tier legal, regulatory 

compliance and accounting firms to ensure 

that company is compliant in every region 

and domain of its operations. 

10% 

Marketing Additional  marketing,  on  top  of  15% 
 

 
 

QARDDEN : BUDGET ALLOCATION

involved in building QARDDEN Marketplace

QARDDEN’  s
marketing, for crypto listing of QARDDEN.




